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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to explore the need for deployment of Kaizen initiatives in Indian industries in the wake of globalization and opening of economy. Toyota, an automobile major from Japan took up this challenging initiative and adopted ‘KAIZEN’ practices in their country which led to customer satisfaction, on time delivery, and nil rejection through PQCDSM/Lean Tools. This has put them in the world-class excellence in quality. Indian Industries (both manufacturing & services) need to upgrade themselves to face severe competition from China and other south Asian developing countries through continuous improvement. The road blocks and barriers for ‘KAIZEN’ initiative adoption are reviewed and need to take up this culture change are summarized at the concluding chapters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

Objective of this literature review paper is to highlight the benefits/opportunities in the implementation of ‘KAIZEN’ activity in an Indian Industry. Apart from this ‘need’ for adoption of this proven technique and any gaps in the known literature papers are also summarized in the end of this paper. This review, the author presume, will remove any apprehensions to take up KAIZEN in an Industry.

1.2 CONTENTS

Apart from the methodologies, Tools and Technologies, the background from Toyota (the first to introduce the concept way back in 1970), opportunities gained by several select industries in India such as Engineering, Process, Pharmaceutical, Electronics and Service industries such as airports, railways, transports, banks, and insurance sector are all covered along with barriers. Finally the myths are addressed and emphasis laid to take up this KAIZEN in an Industry.

Table.1. Category of SMEs [47]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro Enterprises</td>
<td>up to `25 Lakh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Enterprises</td>
<td>above <code>25 Lakh &amp; up to </code>5 crore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Enterprises</td>
<td>above <code>5 crore &amp; up to </code>10 crore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro Enterprises</td>
<td>up to `10 Lakh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Enterprises</td>
<td>above <code>10 Lakh &amp; up to </code>2 crore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Enterprises</td>
<td>above <code>2 crore &amp; up to </code>5 crore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SME in India is having a major role in Indian Economy. They are normally run by technocrats (one man show) with limited manpower. But they provide great opportunity for employment both in rural and urban areas. There are many internal factors resisting their growth and restricting its capabilities. They hesitate to adopt newer technologies quickly. In order to meet global competition and meet export commitments in terms of Cost, Quality, and Delivery, their capabilities are to be challenged. This is also possible by adopting Lean initiatives [1]. For achieving the above and also to improve their market share Lean Methodologies have come as a ‘Boon’ to them. Lean Methodologies addressing tools such as,

- a) Quality at source
- b) Lower product price
- c) Layout Improvement [cellular flow]
- d) Lower Launching time
- e) Standardized work
- f) Poka-Yoke [Mistake Proofing]
- g) 5S workplace excellence / Workplace Management.
- h) POUS [Point of Use Storage]
- i) CED (Cause & Effect Diagram / Ishikawa Diagram)
- j) SMED [Single Minute Exchange Die or Quick Change Over]
- k) TPM [Total Productive Maintenance addressing zero defect, zero breakdown, zero accidents]
- l) Visual Communication.

All these tools leading to process improvement, continuous improvement defined as KAIZEN with total employee empowerment and involvement [27]. Toyota is the first...
organization to implement this. [11] KAIZEN Event (KE) appeared in 1970s with Toyota as its leader [37].

Operations management and Industrial Engineering community is leading a quite lot of process improvement programs [16]. KAIZEN is a continuous improvement program with dedicated cross functional team focusing on specific goals in an accelerated time frame [18]. Industrial Engineering is aimed with design, improvement and deployment of integrated system addressing inputs such as materials, men, information, machinery and energy. This focus on specific knowledge and skill in the mathematical, physical and social sciences put together with principles and methods of engineering analysis and design to evaluate and examine results obtained by such system. Kaizen Events introduced in SMEs were a evolution and revolution to transform the people and gain skill and knowledge to change the structure of the organization to face challenges. Kaizen Event (KE) is also called a rapid improvement aimed to produce “accelerated progress” workshop or “KAIZEN BLITZ” [33]. Some of the ideas in the literature about KAIZEN are:

1. Buy in from the Top Management and its total commitment [36].
2. Address waste elimination [12].
3. Deployment of cross functional teams [29].
4. Focused action plan [33].
5. Involving first hand observation of the target area [34].
6. Introduce “fresh eyes” means adopt the event with such of those who do not have prior knowledge of the process; who can think differently. [28].

The preliminary models employed in Kaizen Event (KE) are:

a) Change in work force
b) Team formation cross functional
c) Improved culture
d) Experimentation
e) Goal clarity
f) External support both suppliers and customers
g) Internal Collaboration (Knowledge Sharing)
h) Goal difficulty
i) Knowledge on Continuous Improvement
j) Performance review

Apart from the tangible benefits by KE, other advantages are KSA (Knowledge, Skill, and Attitude) of its employees. These are very valuable permanent asset, which can create wonders to the organization.

Japanese have taught KAIZEN in schools, and they developed creativity as to how to do it better and how to implement continuous improvement. Learning KAIZEN at an early age has given great transformation for the Japanese to adopt KAIZEN and make it success [37]. This culture has gone into their blood stream and miraculous transformations happened in the manufacturing industry in Japan during 1970s. Within a short time Japanese products posed great challenge to US and Europe.

2. BACKGROUND

The term KAIZEN is derived from two Japanese words ‘KAI’ meaning Change. ‘ZEN’ meaning Good. [24]. Otherwise also it is explained as “To take apart a process and put it back in a better way” [39]. Continual improvement is a very common terminology as per Masaki Imai [31].

In US, Kaizen Event (KE) is called “KAIZEN BLITZ” which means Continuous Improvement (CI) one of the strategies adopted by TPS (Toyota Production System). [6]. KE aims to monitor the efficiency of a working environment and it also improves the process and output of every employee. [14]. KE is a team based problem solving and decision making skills in employees are key for a win-win situation in a Lean success program. Focus is on the impact of the overall organizations culture. “If you want to change anything in life change the channel, and change the frequency by changing your thoughts”. The vibrations of mental forces are the finest and consequently the most powerful in existence [17]. Culture change/transformation is the under pinning of any successful change. Change is the most important and difficult thing to do in a KE.

2.1 PRINCIPLES OF KAIZEN [8]

**Principle 1: KAIZEN is a Process Oriented System.** Total employee involvement and the management takes initiative to train the employees and give them adequate exposure to hone their skills [10].

**Principle 2: Continuous Improvement and maintaining the standards.** Every tiny improvement makes a large difference collectively [20]. PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) cycle can be used to maintain the cyclic method of improvement and keep the momentum [32].

**Principle 3: People Orientation.** From top to bottom every associate will be involved in KAIZEN to improve the system [40]. Training of people is an investment and is not an expense or waste [20]. Employees’ habits shall be changed.

Most Kaizen Events (KE) are conducted using 3-5 days concentrated work sessions with activities normally comprising the following: [33].

a) Identification of the Opportunities for improvement
b) Documentation of an action.
c) Documentation of the current state
d) Team Training
e) Improvement selection
f) Results presentation

Key elements for a successful change are people. Most of the time “people” aspect is conveniently overlooked and which can fail the initiative in an organization. Organization adopting the above on continuous learning course and adopting to changing business environment and therefore a burning platform means a place of happening.

Also complicated problems are not taken in KE, but challenging stretch goals can be addressed. [28]. A facilitator training is required and document before and after KE, through photos/videos. The communication mechanism to disseminate the knowledge and transfer of knowledge to other in the organization.
Once the opportunities for improvement is finalized the team get into action. Quick win opportunities (Low hanging fruits are all addressed).

The methodology of ‘Lean’, the gap between the CVSM (Current Value Stream Map) and FSM (Future Value Stream Map) address the elimination of waste activities [15]. Waste reduction leads to quality improvement, production improvement, increasing efficiency and increasing competitive edge.

2.2 SEVEN TYPES OF WASTES

Seven types of wastes are indicated in Fig.1 [23].

2.2.1 How Inventory is related to others:
- **Inventory to Overproduction:** When employees can produce more than what is required because of availability of excess stores [5].
- **Inventory to Defects:** Higher inventory lacks concern and defect can happen due to unsuitable storing conditions.
- **Inventory to Motion:** Higher inventory leads to higher search time, moving and handling [7].
- **Inventory to Transportation:** Increased inventory blocks the gangway and increased movement leads to higher transportation [22].

2.2.2 How Motion is related to others:
- **Motion to Inventories:** Non standard working may bring in higher quantum of inventories.
- **Motion to Defects:** Non standard working can produce more defects.
- **Motion to Process:** Non standard processes may produce defects due to lack of knowledge about the capacity of available technology. [33].
- **Motion to Waiting:** Activities like researching, grasping, moving and assembling can increase the waiting time. [22].

2.2.3 How Defects are related to others:
- **Defects to Over Production:** Defects causes higher stock to meet the needs of customer. This leads to over production.
- **Defects to Inventories:** Defective parts require rework and this cause higher WIP (Work In Progress). [22].
- **Defects to Motion:** Movement of parts for re-inspection, rework, segregation all this leads to higher motion.

**Defects to Transport:** Movement of defective parts to isolated area and for rework if necessary causes additional transportation.

**Defects to Waiting:** Rework can reserve the work stations and this leads to other parts waiting.

2.2.4 How Over Production is related to other wastes:
- **Over Production to Inventory:** Over production ultimately gives scope for heavy accumulation of huge raw materials. More raw materials lands in more WIP (Work In Progress) and this occupies huge floor space [5].
- **Over Production to Defects:** Employees in the process producing more than required produces more rejections and there is sufficient room to hide the defective ones.
- **Over Production to Motion:** Overproduction leads to non standardized working method leads to significant motions additionally.
- **Over Production to Waiting:** Due to over production work stations accumulating queuing for process and this ultimately lands in customer waiting for the products which is a waste.

2.2.5 How Process is related to others:
- **Process to Over Production:** In order to reduce the cost of operation/machine time, machines may be operating full time/shift which fully results in over production.
- **Process to Inventories:** Combining operations in one cell may result in increase of WIP.
- **Process to Defects:** When the machine is not maintained properly, this can lead to defects.
- **Process to Motion:** Improper training may produce human motion leading to waste [7].
- **Process to Waiting:** When old methodology has been used then setup times and repetitive downtimes may lead higher waiting times [21].

2.2.6 How Waiting is related to others:
- **Waiting to Over Production:** When a machine has been waiting for instructions producing more till instructions are received instead of keeping the machine idle.
- **Waiting to Inventories:** Waiting means more items than required at a given time may be in the form of raw materials, WIP, or finished goods.
- **Waiting to Defects:** Waiting items can cause defects due to unsuitability of conditions.

2.2.7 How Transportation is related to others:
- **Transportation to Over Production:** Items may be produced excess to minimize transportation cost/unit [30].
- **Transportation to Inventories:** Insufficient material handling equipment accumulates more inventories in process [7].
- **Transportation to Defects:** Non suitable material handling system can make damages leading to defects [22].
- **Transportation to Waiting:** When Material handling equipment is insufficient, the product has to wait [22].
- **Transportation to Motion:** Non availability of standard handling equipment can cause more changes, movements, suggestions.
KAIZEN identifies and eliminates the problems associated with any process or system or it may be of our general life [19]. KAIZEN motivates the employees to overcome their problems and difficulties in their own [41].

In a health care delivery system KE (Kaizen Event) were using process outcome metrics such as throughput, waiting time, length of stay, patient safety, and satisfaction scores in health care [38]. Many health care organizations are utilizing KE to rapidly improve their care delivery process. This is possible when Kaizen Team has Lean and Kaizen facilitators and training. Organizations have often linked Kaizen programs with Lean Manufacturing programs.

3. METHODOLOGIES

Simple baby steps for practising ‘KAIZEN’ and basic rules for the culture change are discussed. Live case study sheet presentation is made for systematic approach in ‘KAIZEN’ implementation.

3.1 TEN BASIC RULES

Ten basic rules for practising Kaizen (Improvements) in Gemba (Workplace).

Table.2. Ten basic rules for practicing Kaizen

| C | Discard Conventional rigid thinking about production |
| T | Think How to do it and Why it cannot be done |
| Q | Question current processes. Do not make excuses |
| M | Correct Mistakes at once |
| R | Ask Why 5 times to seek the Root cause |
| P | Seek the wisdom of the People instead of knowledge of one person |
| W | Wisdom is brought out when face with challenges |
| I | Opportunities for Kaizen are Infinite |
| M | Do not spend Money for doing Kaizen activity |
| R | Do it right way if we get only 50% Results |

Explanation: Basic rules paving the path of thinking, assumptions, guidelines, and objectives and results achievable if followed.

3.2 NINE STEPS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS

Table.3. 9 Steps to Achieve Success

| W | What we plan to do |
| P | Problem/Present status. Explain the exact observation through 5 W/H. |
| I | 5W - When, Where, What, Who, Which |
| H | IH - How |
| A | Analyze Do root cause. Do Why Why analysis. |

K | KAIZEN Idea. It should be opposite to root cause |
C | Counter measure. Mention what we have done |
B | Benchmark. Quantified present status of the problem |
T | What is the Target? (PQCDMS) * Actual expected status |
R | Results. Compare with the Target - Graphical form |
B | Benefits arising out of KAIZEN |

Explanation: Shall indicate the analytical skill development to compare benchmark and base lines and results. Actually it is a measurement skill for analysis of ‘Kaizen’ approach.

* PQCDMS:
P - Productivity
Q - Quality
C - Cost
D - Delivery
S - Safety
M - Morale

When KAIZEN is done benefit shall be among any one of six mentioned above.

3.3 KAIZEN CASE STUDY SHEET (SAMPLE)

KAIZEN Case Study in Fig.02 is a sample about how the preparations are made depicting the purpose, the areas of benefit, the position before and after with a picture, benefits and graphical representation. Apart from this, total time taken to complete this assignment and people behind success of this KAIZEN. This kind of format shall be standardized in any organization to have uniformity of presentation and information.

![KAIZEN Case Study Sheet](image-url)
4. OPPORTUNITIES IN KAIZEN

Some of the benefits achieved through Kaizen Event, on 5S, Lean, TPM, and Energy headings. [45]. Team based problem solving and decision making skills in employees are key for a successful lean transportation. [14].

An in-depth analysis of 200 live case study analysis from different manufacturing industries like Automobile, Engineering, Steel, Pharmaceutical, Electronics, and Chemical.

Case study analysis survey:

Table 4. Case Study Analysis [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5S</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation: The case study analysis data is explaining the percentage of contribution on different heading such as 5S, Lean, TPM, and Energy Conservation topics. Wastes on all the topics are covered using different tools as approach.

Tangible and non-tangible benefits on 200 live case studies made:

Table 5. Tangible and Non Tangible Benefits [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>5S</th>
<th>Lean</th>
<th>TPM</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tangible</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Tangible</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation: The Table 5 indicates the tangible and non-tangible KAIZENs employed in the live case studies of 200. Out of this 21 non-tangible ones and 179 are tangible KAIZENs. This works out tangible ones alone to 89.5% and 10.5% tangible respectively. Non tangible are also useful to the organizations as they are addressed as safety and morale. This is not measurable immediately but no doubt valuable.

Employee Innovation Metric Showing the Outcome of Kaizen Event:

Table 6. Employee Innovation Metric [40]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaizen Event</th>
<th>No. of Ideas successful</th>
<th>Implemented</th>
<th>Sustained</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation: During six successful KE (Kaizen Events) 216 suggestions given by the employees all put together and the employee innovation metric indicates that 83% of the suggestions were implemented and 74% of the suggestions were sustainable which are good for the Industry.

4.1 HOW THE KAIZEN HAS BENEFITED ORGANIZATION ON VARIOUS HEADINGS

Table 7. How the Kaizen has benefited Organization on various headings [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(P – Productivity, Q – Quality, C – Cost, D – Delivery, S – Safety, M – Morale)

Explanation: Analysis on PQCDSM benefits to the organization on Productivity 48.5% Kaizen and Quality areas 41.5%. Cost wise 91.5% the second highest, and on-time delivery improvement Kaizen were 35%. Safety Kaizen areas were 46% and Morale 98.5% the highest factor of the KAIZENs made.

From the above it is clear how Kaizens are helping the industry in different heads of benefits to the Industry. One single most benefit accruing out of Kaizen undoubtedly is the improving the morale of the employees in the organization. Improvement of morale improves the attitude towards the work and in term changes the culture.

5. FINDINGS

Lincoln Industries which offers a variety of metal finishing and anodizing capabilities has also shared its successful experience with Kaizen Events. In 2007, Lincoln Industries held over 27 Kaizen Events and identified over 6,30,000 Euros in savings. In 2005, Lincoln Industries held over 35 Kaizen Events and identified 16,300 Euros in savings.

Everyone is encouraged to come up with small improvement suggestions on a regular basis. This is not once a month or once a year activity. This is continuous. In Japanese companies such as Canon, a total of 60/70 suggestions per employee per year are written down, shared and implemented [47].

To drive consistency each and every event is reviewed by a continuous improvement team to make sure key actions have been followed through once the initial even has been completed. 84 people participated in Kaizen events and 20% of the employees were trained in Lean in the year 2007. Whereas in the year 2008, more than 200 employees participated in Kaizen Events and 100% of the employees have been trained in Lean knowledge.

Processing time after Kaizen in a small scale industry in India reduced by 44% and amount of `64,000 has been saved by
rerecovering a total of 80 square feet of working area. Improvement in the form of work flow has been achieved [9].

5.1 REPORTED RESULTS OF KAIZEN EVENTS [19]

Table 8. Reported Results of Kaizen Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48% implementation in lead times</td>
<td>Seals &amp; vibration controls</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81% improvement in cycle time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>885% increase in productivity in</td>
<td>Fan discs for Jet engines</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% decrease in WIP</td>
<td>Industrial process controls</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58% reduction in assembly line</td>
<td>Television</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation: The Table 8 indicates areas of improvement in implementation of Kaizen are Lead Time Reduction (customer delivery D) improvement in Cycle Time (Productivity P), decrease in WIP (Cost C), time in assembly time (Productivity P).

Fig.3. KAIZEN as a subset of TQM [25]

Explanation: A right combination of total involvement and commitment of Top Management and ‘KAIZEN’ knowledge and continuous training can bring the total culture change to achieve TQM in an organization.

5.2 KAIZEN FLAG

Fig.4. KAIZEN Flag

Explanation: Kaizen Flag is a pictorial representation of role of Top Management and Middle Management in Kaizen idea has a higher role as against Supervisor or Workmen.

At Toyota each year the 67,000 employees present approximately, 7,00,000 cost saving improvement ideas with over 99% of the ideas implemented [35]. This strategy has placed Toyota on an enviable platform of productivity.

Kaizen Case Study in small and medium enterprises which produces machines spare parts and food processing machines. The focus on Kaizen implementation has reduced the time loss to the tune of 48-44%. Sales order processing time reduced by about 6.98% and production lead time reduced by about 14.93%. These results have proved the effectiveness of KAIZEN Methodology [36].

A Japanese factory in Thailand: while there were more than 5,000 suggestions for improvement in 2007, there were nearly 10,000 in 2008. The cost utilizing effect of small group activities in 2008 was more than double what was in 2007. While production volume per employee increased by almost 15% from 2007.

Kaizen activity improved the following in an industry as follows [26]:

Reduction in setup time = 70% to 90%
Production increase = 20% to 60%
Process time reduction = 40% to 80%
Inventory reduction = 30% to 70%

6. BARRIERS

Barrier for Implementation of Kaizen. There are a few barriers in Indian SME sectors for adoption of the ‘KAIZEN’ knowledge in them.

i) Non-Availability of time: In a small scale industry, they are mostly run by one person only. They cannot employ senior executives as there is a financial crunch always. In this case entrepreneur always do firefighting and have to struggle to attend to the training needs.

ii) Feeling of Insecurity: SMEs are facing loss of technology or know how when it is exposing the industry to outsiders. They feel their knowhow can be stolen and make them less competitive.

iii) Training of Personnel: Due to higher attrition levels, the cost of training when employees leave the organization leaves them great loss in the cost incurred by training the existing employees.

iv) Lack of Resources: Even though the entrepreneur is willing to take up Kaizen, non-availability of manpower, cash flows, are all a constraint for taking up Kaizen culture change.

7. CONCLUSIONS

KAIZEN a never ending journey and not a destination is the need of the hour due to the following reasons. The literature survey has covered all the opportunities and benefits leading to embracing Kaizen culture but the gaps observed by the author on the available research findings are the compelling circumstances needing the change.
1. Industries in India are competing with developing countries such as China/Southeast Asian countries such as Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Vietnam, Philippines, etc. and as such ‘KAIZEN’ tool can keep them floating ahead of competition.

2. Therefore SMEs have to adopt ‘KAIZEN’ which do not require any investment in the form of capital machinery, except on training expenses which are very small.

3. QCD (Quality, Cost, Delivery): QCD concept has all to be met. No single factor can satisfy the customers. ‘KAIZEN’ methodology addresses these.

4. SMEs are generally facing margin for their survival, and ‘KAIZEN’ a culture change without additional capital investments can be taken.

5. For adopting ‘KAIZEN’ culture, simple training is sufficient. Therefore, constraints on time for training is not considered.

6. No need of highly educated and highly skilled manpower is required for learning the skills. As ‘Kaizen’ is a basic common sense approach any technician, unskilled personnel can also be gainfully adopted.

7. Kaizen addresses six areas of improvement. They are PQCDSM (Productivity, Quality, Cost, Delivery Safety and morale) and each of them are concern in any working environments in an industry.

8. Where attrition rates are high in the Indian SMEs, this ‘KAIZEN’ culture can bond the employees to retain them for longer periods after having trained them.

9. Even when attrition levels are high and even though people leaving organization, when systems are in place, it takes care of new entrants without much experience also can be taken care.

10. ‘KAIZEN’ adoption can improve the image of SMEs and they can capitalize this on getting improved market share from their clients.

11. When cluster based ‘Kaizen’ workshops are conducted, it will pave way for knowledge transfer, mutual inspiration at a very nominal investment.

12. ‘KAIZEN’ introduction a culture change to the Industry brings in many additional infinite benefits apart from PQCDSM.

13. ‘KAIZEN’ adoption builds up pride of the employees as if as it is a TEI (Total Employee Involvement process).

In the light of addressing the above needs, the simple tool which can transfer Indian Industry will no doubt take them to larger scale of operations and become world class players.
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